1 Many English translations of Luke 24.27 have the disciples mistaking the resurrected Christ as "ghost." The Greek is in fact ("spirit") not , the usual word for "ghost."
2 For survey of Ancient Near East beliefs on the dead, see Theodore J. Lewis, "Dead," the afterlife in which the dead had the same need of hunger and thirst as the living but could also grant favors in exchange for the right offerings. Thus, communication with the dead was not only thought possible but in fact encouraged through letters written to them. The dead were mostly benevolent, but some letters do refer to their malevolence. By contrast, the Mesopotamians were much more pessimistic about death. Death was thought to be the appointed lot of all human beings, according to the Gilgamesh Epic, and the dead traveled to a land of no return where they lived and consumed their own filth. Evil ghosts were everywhere and must be appeased with proper offerings or exorcized with proper incantations. The Canaanites also had a rich ghost culture, first fueled by their fallen great kings of old and the great funeral feasts celebrated in their honor, then continued as they became popular among the people. The dead were not thought to be cut off from the living but exist in the underworld. Their ghosts could be invoked and, given the right incentives, even grant favors to the living. The Greeks thought it a reality that the dead would become ghosts and continue to participate in the affairs of the living. Hesiod thought what he called "good demons" were ghosts of long-dead heroes. Clothed in mist, they were said to roam the earth to keep justice and maintain order. Plato democratized the idea and applied it to all good humans who would turn into good demons upon death. The Greeks also believed in evil ghosts: they were humans who became "bad demons" after a violent death. In this milieu, the Bible stood alone in its slim documentation of ghosts. This, however, was not always the case. The biblical records reflect the writing culture of the winners, especially that of the Deuteronomists, but amulets for the purpose of warding off ghosts and demons found at burial sites might tell a vastly different story.
3 Indeed, buried in the sediment of biblical traditions themselves, vestiges of the belief in ghost can still be unearthed. Two terms are found in the Hebrew text for ghost or spirit of the dead-rěpāʾîm (always in the plural and often simply "Rephaim") and ' ôb (often "spirit of the dead" or "ancestral spirit"). The history of the two terms is complex, but its very complexity might afford us a glimpse into the evolution of ghosts and spirits from Ancient Israel to early Judaism and early Christianity. 
